MIDNIGHT STAR
Hook – Salar Silver Double
Thread – White Uni 8/0
Tag – Oval Silver
Tail – Pink bucktail,
Midnight Star Angel Hair
Purple Bucktail
Rib - Silver wire
Rear Body – UTC Mirage
Front Body – Midnight Star dubbing
Wing – Pink Polar Bear, Pink Shadow Fox, Midnight Star Angel Hair
and Purple Tanuki Pelt
Hackles – Pink then Purple schlappen
Secure the hook in the vice. Tie in the thread and wind down to the
point tying in a length of Silver Oval. Wind the Oval 4 turns backwards
to form a tag, take the Oval between the 2 hooks and pull back towards
the head. Secure with the thread and trim off the length of the body.
Prepare a sparse bunch of Pink Bucktail and tie this in for the tail about
the length of the hook. Tie in some strands of MS Angel Hair the same
length. Prepare a sparse bunch of Purple Bucktail and tie in the same
length. Take the thread to the head binding everything in and forming a
smooth underbody. Trim off the waste. Return the thread to the tail tying
in lengths of Silver wire and flat UTC Mirage tinsel as you go down.
Wind the thread back to the midpoint. Coat the body with superglue
and wind the Mirage up to here forming the rear body, tie in and trim off.
Dub the thread with FF Midnight Star dubbing and wind to the head
forming the front body. Rib the body with the wire, tie in and trim off the
waste. Prepare and tie in a bunch of Pink Polar Bear to just reach the
end of the hook and bind in tightly. Prepare and tie in a bunch of Pink
Marble Fox the same length as the tail. Tie in some strands of Angel
Hair. Prepare and tie in a bunch of Purple Tanuki to just reach past the
tail, bind in tightly and trim the waste. Tie in a Pink Schlappen hackle by
the tip, double and wind 2 turns and tie in. Tie in a Purple Schlappen
hackle by the tip, double and wind 2 turns, bind in tightly and trim the
waste. Form a neat head and whip finish. Now apply several coats of
thin clear varnish to produce a smooth shiny head.
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